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p. 4-5
Mankind is getting wiser and wiser with an access to new 
revelation which helps making everybody’s personal life easier. 
Until now all discoveries have been carried out either for the sake of 
a body or in order to develop and increase in energy and decrease in 
mental activity. Huge number of equipment brought all possibilities 
for development to an end. In the meantime any person rests 
his head against time. In time is his everyday routine. In time he 
holds important meetings with other people. In time he estimates 
the duration of his life. The quality of life also depends on time 
expenditure. Thus imperceptibly time surrounded a person from all 
directions and became a substance which is worth entering.

The door in time is called care of a brain. The brain operates not only 
gestures but also any kind of estimation. The brain constantly gives 
signals to action. The brain operates all sense organs and removes 
from them indicators, focuses a person motivating all his activity. 

Just nourish your brain or feed it correctly and it will serve you 
faithfully with all gratitude and appreciation as the return coefficient is 
always more than the investment one. Gradually monetary banks will 
be replaced by time banks. The most valuable storage is time storage. 

Approaching the door in time, you need to know that conflict 
information ruins the brain; information free of friction recovers and 
feeds the brain. It is necessary to leave conflict information behind 
the gate because from the moment of an entrance to time you are 
expected by happiness, beauty, force and power over your own life. 

p. 18-19
Consciously or subconsciously the feeling of eternity lives in each 
person. The human reason is reason of eternity. 

The reason wants to be eternal. Moreover the reason is eternity itself. 
The matter or space is always infinite. A person is a unique being 
in whom the eternity and infinity have met. On my long supervision 
people do use infinity but practically unable to use eternity. Eternity is 
a category of time while infinity is a category of space. 

The goal and the object of the Rhythmomethod 7 R0 are to familiarize 
people with a life in time.

Time is of the same reality and even more reality than the space 
when the brain is transferred to time, where it is supposed to live. 
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Time is a very strict value for a spatial human being. But for the 
creature being caught in time, it is super nice. 

Time is possible to dense, time is possible to rarefy, it is possible to enter 
time and it is possible to leave time. In time there is a luxurious life, 
eternal life where different kinds of reason communicate with one another 
and it is possible to switch from one type of reason to another. Intellect 
separates from reason and it turns out that from the point of view of 
space all people called smart are considered to be spatial. They are able 
to organize their life in matter, however, any creature inside his brain and 
subconscious believes that the state of reason is the most sacred one.

A state of reason is directly connected with the state of enlightenment 
or inspiration called ‘ozarenie’. ‘Ozarenie’ is the exact knowledge of the 
meaning: why this is happening now, why it happens to you and why it 
was recorded by you. 

p. 22
Time is always changing, while space stands still. Space is condensed 
or loosened in the presence of force. Time creates ‘life without 
efforts’. In space brain is getting tense, demands rest, relaxation 
and change. In time the brain feels comfortable, there is a feeling of 
never-ending inspiration, the brain is surprisingly healthy.

p. 52
Space getting dense with vibrations creates signs on time impulse. Time 
operates the space. Space is always in the bottom, it is denser. The task 
of the time is to send a correct impulse for rarefying or extracting rhythm 
from a cycle, then this type of a matter stops the existence, or for entering 
a rhythm into a cycle and forming a new form of matter existence.

p. 31
The brain in time starts to fix a huge number of states in one stage 
and they need to be placed in memory. On each interval (hour, minute, 
second, an instant) in memory different events with different extent of 
the coloring, different density of sign rows flow down.

p.8
A person mastering Rhythmomethod 7R0 on the finish comes to 
the state of a rhythmologist. Originally he chooses specialization: a 
rhythmologist of a body, a rhythmologist of food, a rhythmologist 
of clothes, a rhythmologist of money, a rhythmologist of a country, 
a rhythmologist of nationality and so on. All aspects of the previous 
activity are divided into the rhythmological pieces.


